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Resume
A hypergraph (nite set system) H is called a bi-Helly family if it satises the follow-
ing property: if any two edges of a subhypergraph H0H share at least two vertices, then
jTH2H′ H j>2. Solving a problem raised by Voloshin, we prove that the maximum number
of edges in a bi-Helly family of given order n and given edge size r>5 equals
(
n−2
r−2

. For
r=3 we show that the maximum equals the Turan number ex(n;K34− e) (its determination is a
famous open problem in extremal hypergraph theory), and for r=4 we prove the lower and up-
per bounds n3=26 and n3=20, respectively. Analogous results are presented under the requirement
that each pairwise k-intersecting subhypergraph has k universal common elements. c© 2000
Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Investigating a dual kind of hypergraph coloring, Voloshin [16, p. 41] introduced
the following concept. A hypergraph H is said to be (p; q; s)-Helly (p>2; q; s>1) if
jTH2H′ H j>s holds for every p-wise q-intersecting subhypergraph H0H.
(A hypergraph is p-wise q-intersecting if every p or fewer edges of it share at least
q vertices.)
In the particular case of q = s = 1, we obtain the well-known denition of k-Helly
(i.e., (k − 1)-dimensional Helly) families, the classical examples of which are the
collections of bounded convex closed sets in Rk−1, according to Helly’s celebrated
theorem. Another famous example, restricted to k=2, is the class of (innite) arithmetic
progressions, by the Chinese Residue Theorem.
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In this paper we consider the case p = 2 and q = s; the latter parameter will be
denoted by k. In short, we shall call a hypergraph k-Helly if it is (2; k; k)-Helly. We
denote by fk(n; r) the maximum number of r-tuples (edges) in an r-uniform k-Helly
family on n vertices.
The problem of determining f2(n; r) was raised by Voloshin (private communication,
1993) who observed that 2-Helly families are relevant in connection with hypergraph
colorings, concerning a dual kind of perfectness. In that context, the 2-Helly property
plays a crucial role in the study of hypergraphs whose edges can be represented as the
vertex sets of subtrees of a tree.
Our main result, Theorem 1, states that
fk(n; r) =

n− k
r − k

for all n>r > 2k. The problem for smaller r is more complex, and we have only some
asymptotic lower and upper bounds on fk in that case. Those estimates are presented
in Sections 3 and 4. In particular, for r = 3, we observe that f2(n; 3) is equal to the
Turan number ex(n;K34 − e) dened as the maximum number of triples on n vertices
such that no set of four vertices contains more than two of them. The determination
of this maximum is one of the long-standing open problems in extremal hypergraph
theory.
Comparing Theorem 1 with the Erd}os{Ko{Rado theorem [5], it is worth noting
that for r > 2k and n suciently large with respect to r, the assumptions ‘pairwise
k-intersecting’ and ‘pariwise k-intersecting implies k common vertices’ (required in
each subhypergraph) have precisely the same extremal consequence.
Let us mention that in [16], the 2-Helly hypergraphs are termed bi-Helly. Our
reason to slightly change the terminology was to make it suitable for including the
parameter k, without getting into conict with the standard term of k-Helly families.
2. Extremal families of large rank
First, we note that the inequality
fk(n; r)>

n− k
r − k

holds for all n; r and k, because the hypergraph K(n; r; k) with vertex set f1; : : : ; ng
and edge set fH : jH j = r; f1; : : : ; kgH f1; : : : ; ngg trivially is k-Helly. The main
goal of this section is to prove that if the edge size, r, is relatively large with respect
to k, then this simple construction is optimal.
Theorem 1. For all k>2 and n>r > 2k;
fk(n; r) =

n− k
r − k

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and; up to isomorphism; K(n; r; k) is the unique r-uniform k-Helly family with n
vertices and fk(n; r) edges.
In the proof | and also in some proofs of the later sections | the following concept
will play an essential role.
Denition 2. Let H be an arbitrary edge in a hypergraph H. A subset F H is
called an unshared i-subset of H if jF j= i and F is contained in no edge of H other
than H .
In the next lemma, the edges of the hypergraph in question need not have the same
cardinality.
Lemma 3. Suppose thatH is a k-Helly hypergraph and H 2H is an edge maximal
under inclusion. If jH j> 2k; then H has an unshared (jH j − k)-subset.
Proof. Let F H be an unshared subset minimal under inclusion. Such a set ex-
ists because H itself is not contained in any other edge of H. Let s:=jF j and
F = fv1; : : : ; vsgH . If s6jH j − k, then any set of jH j − k elements containing F is
an unshared subset of H , and the proof is done. On the other hand, if s>jH j − k +1,
then there exist edges Hi 2H for every 16i6s, such that F \Hi=Fnfvig. Consider
the subhypergraph H0:=fH;H1; H2; : : : ; Hsg. For any two H 0; H 00 2H0 we have
jH 0 \ H 00j>jF j − 2 = s− 2>jH j − k − 1>k:
By the choice of the Hi, however,
\
H ′2H′
H 0
6jHnF j6k − 1:
This contradicts the assumption that H is k-Helly.
The other main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 will be the following result of
Bollobas.
Lemma 4 ([1]). If every edge of an r-uniform hypergraph H on n vertices has an
unshared i-subset; then
jHj6

n− r + i
i

with equality if and only if H =K(n; r; r − i).
For several related inequalities and many of their applications, we refer to the
two-part survey [14,15].
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Proof of Theorem 1. To prove that K(n; r; k) is largest for r > 2k, and that it is the
unique extremal construction, let H be an r-uniform k-Helly family with n vertices
and fk(n; r) edges. Since H is uniform, each of its edges is maximal under inclusion.
Thus, by Lemma 3, every edge of H has an unshared (r− k)-subset. Hence, applying
Lemma 4 with i=r−k, it follows that fk(n; r)= jHj6

n−k
r−k

, and in case of equality
H =K(n; r; k) also holds.
3. Estimates for small rank
In the range k < r62k, the exact value of fk(n; r) is not known. In this section we
present some general observations concerning those relatively small values of r, that
will also be relevant in the particular cases to be considered later on. The immediate
consequences for the case of k = 2 and r = 3 are discussed at the end of this section,
while the second smallest unsolved case, k = 2 and r = 4, will be investigated in
Section 4.
We begin with the following variant of Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. Let k < r62k. Suppose that H is a k-Helly hypergraph and H 2H is
an r-element edge maximal under inclusion. Then H contains at least (r−k−1)(2k+
1− r) + 1 unshared (k + 1)-subsets.
Proof. The assertion is obvious for r = k + 1; therefore we assume r>k + 2. We are
going to prove the following auxiliary observation:
(?) Let k + 26s6r62k, and let H be an r-element edge maximal under inclusion.
If F = fv1; : : : ; vsgH is an unshared s-subset, then F contains at least s+ k − r
unshared (s− 1)-subsets of H .
Suppose on the contrary that (?) does not hold. For each 16i6s such that Fnfvig
is not an unshared (s − 1)-subset of H , choose an edge Hi 2 H with FnHi = fvig.
Any two of those Hi intersect in s − 2>k vertices inside F ; therefore H \ (
T
i Hi)
should have cardinality at least k. On the other hand, there are more than r − k such
Hi; i.e., at least r− (k − 1) vertices vi of H are missing from the intersection, making
its cardinality smaller than k. This contradiction proves the validity of (?).
Since H is an unshared r-subset of itself, the repeated application of (?) results in
an unshared (k+1)-subset, say F0. Consider the sets Fv:=F0[fvg, where v ranges over
all vertices of HnF0. As each of those r−k−1 sets Fv is an unshared (k+2)-subset of
H , each of them contains at least 2k+1− r unshared (k+1)-subsets distinct from F0.
For distinct vertices v, the unshared (k + 1)-subsets counted in this way are distinct,
because v is their unique vertex outside F0.
The next assertion deals with the case of r = k + 1. Denoted by H(k + 2; 3) the
hypergraph with vertex set V = f1; 2; : : : ; k +2g and edge set fVnf1g; Vnf2g; Vnf3gg.
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Proposition 6. A (k + 1)-uniform hypergraph H is k-Helly if and only if
H(k + 2; 3)*H.
Proof. It is clear that H(k + 2; 3) is not k-Helly, so necessity is obvious. To prove
suciency, suppose that H is a minimal non-k-Helly (k + 1)-uniform hypergraph,
and let H 2 H be arbitrary. There exist at least two vertices x0; x00 2 H which are
not contained in all edges of H, but on the other hand, H is k-intersecting (by
minimality). Thus, there exist H 0; H 00 2H such that H 0nH = fx0g and H 00nH = fx00g.
Moreover, since jH 0 \ H 00j = k, we also have jH [ H 0 [ H 00j = k + 2. Consequently,
H(k + 2; 3) = fH;H 0; H 00gH.
The particular case k=2 and r=3 is of special interest. Then H(k+2; 3) =K34−e,
i.e., one edge is deleted from the complete 3-uniform hypergraph on 4 vertices. Now,
the following forbidden subhypergraph characterization is obtained.
Corollary 7. A 3-uniform hypergraph is 2-Helly if and only if it is (K34 − e)-free.
Adopting the standard notation ex(n;F) for the maximum number of edges in a
(3-uniform) hypergraph of order n containing no subhypergraph isomorphic to F, we
obtain the following equality.
Corollary 8. For every n; f2(n; 3) = ex(n;K34 − e).
The Turan-type function t(n) := ex(n;K34− e) has been investigated, though neither
its exact value nor its asymptotic behavior is known so far. The currently known best
estimates are
n3
21
+ o(n3)6t(n)6
n3
18
+ o(n3):
The upper bound has been proved independently by de Caen [4] and Sidorenko [9].
The lower bound has been observed by several authors [6,7,10]. One way to describe
the construction is as follows. Consider the 3-uniform 2-Helly family
H1 := f123; 134; 145; 156; 162; 235; 346; 452; 563; 624g
on the 6-element vertex set f1; : : : ; 6g as a basic conguration. Now, to obtain a con-
struction Hi of order 6i, represent the vertices of Hi by vectors v 2 f1; : : : ; 6gi of
length i, and let fv; v0; v00g 2Hi if and only if, for some j6i, the 3-tuple fvj; v0j ; v00j g
formed by the j-th coordinates of those three vectors is an edge inH1, and vj′=v0j′=v
00
j′
holds for all coordinates with larger index j0>j. (With an equivalent but recursive
denition, Hi is obtained by substituting Hi−1 for each vertex of H1.)
One can easily see that Hi is a 2-Helly family for every i, and that jHij=63i tends
to 1=21 as i gets large. It is widely believed that this construction is asymptotically
extremal for t(n) (and, if so, then it would be best for f2(n; 3), too) as n!1.
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4. 4-uniform 2∗-Helly families
In this section we investigate the 4-uniform 2-Helly families, deriving estimates
on f2(n; 4). Let us mention rst that if H is 2-Helly, then for each vertex x, the
subhypergraph Hx := fHnfxg j x 2 H 2Hg satises the Helly property; therefore the
known results of [2,8,11] imply that jHxj6( n−22 ). Summing over x counts each edge
four times, thus f2(n; 4)<n3=8.
A dierent argument, however, yields a much stronger upper bound.
Theorem 9. For every n>4; f2(n; 4)6 310 (
n
3 )<n
3=20.
This result will be proved at the end of the section. We are quite sure that the upper
bound can be improved, e.g., by analyzing the structure of unshared triples to a greater
extent and proving a stronger version of Lemma 11 below.
As regards lower bounds, we have the following asymptotic estimate.
Theorem 10.
lim inf
n!1
f2(n; 4)
n3
>
2
p
3− 3
12
 0:038675> 1=26:
Proof. First, we describe a general construction with a fairly transparent structure. Let
Y 0 and Y 00 be disjoint sets with jY 0j even. Let (E1; E2; : : : ; EjY ′j=2) be a partition of Y 0
into 2-element subsets. Dene the 4-uniform hypergraph
H(Y 0; Y 00) := fEj [ F j 16j6jY 0j=2; F Y 00; jF j= 2g:
We claim that this hypergraph is 2-Helly. To see this, consider any pairwise 2-inter-
secting subhypergraph H0. If two edges of H0 do not coincide in Y 0, then they co-
incide in Y 00. Every other edge avoids one of these in Y 0 and thus, must coincide
with them in Y 00. (In this respect, it is essential that the pairs Ej selected in Y 0
are mutually disjoint.)
Next, we combine several hypergraphs of the above type inside one vertex set. Let
X be a xed set of vertices with jX j=n large, and choose a positive constant c< 1, to
be specied later. Denoting X0 :=X , we select the longest strictly decreasing sequence
X0X1X2   Xl, such that jXlj> l and the following properties hold for all
16i6l : jXij is even, cjXi−1j − 1< jXij6cjXi−1j + 1, and jXi−1nXij>i. Note that l
tends to innity with n, for every choice of the constant c.
Inside each Xi, choose jXij=2 mutually disjoint pairs Eij, in such a way that no pair is
selected for more than one Xi. This can be done easily, e.g., by the following procedure.
Setting Xl+1:=;, let Zi:=XinXi+1 for 06i6l. For all i>1; Zi is even by assumption;
therefore the complete graph with vertex set Zi has a 1-factorization into jZij − 1>i
perfect matchings. Now, the collection of the edges Eij is taken as the union of the ith
edge classes of the 1-factorizations on Zi′ for all i6i06l.
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To obtain a fairly large 2-Helly family, we take
H(n):=
l[
i=1
H(Zi; Zi−1):
To see that H(n) is indeed 2-Helly, let HH(n) be an arbitrary pairwise 2-inter-
secting subhypergraph. Let i be the largest subscript for which Xi contains at least one
edge H 2H. If every edge of H is inside Xi, then in fact HH(Zi+1; Zi), therefore
H is 2-Helly. Otherwise, if there is an H 0 2H with H 0 * Xi, then jH 0 \ Xij62 by
denition, implying jH \H 0j=2. Moreover, H \H 0 is contained in Zj for some j>i,
because H 0 \ Xi is a matching edge. But j> i cannot occur, for otherwise the vertex
pair H \H 0 would appear in more than one matching. Consequently, the two vertices
of H 0 \ Xi are contained in all edges of H, implying the 2-Helly property.
Since
jH(Y 0; Y 00)j= jY
0j
2
 jY 00j
2

;
the number of edges in the hypergraph H(n) can be estimated for n large as follows:
jH(n)j  c(1− c)
2
4
X
06i<l
(cin)3:
Recalling that l tends to innity with n, we obtain that
P
06i6l c
3i converges to
(1− c3)−1 as n gets large; therefore
jH(n)j  1
4
c − c2
c2 + c + 1
n3:
The right-hand side attains its maximum for c = (
p
3 − 1)=2, and then the coecient
of n3 is (2
p
3 − 3)=12. For suciently large n, the construction gets arbitrarily close
to this value.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 9. The key observation
will be formulated in a lemma, for which we need to introduce some notation. Given a
4-uniform hypergraph H, denote by H3 the collection of those 3-element vertex sets
H 0 for which there exists an edge H 2H with unshared 3-subset H 0.
Lemma 11. If H is 2-Helly; then any ve vertices of H induce at most six edges
of H3.
Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we denote the vertices by one-digit natural
numbers, and abbreviate a set by the sequence of its elements; e.g., 136 stands for the
set f1; 3; 6g. Furthermore, for any xyz 2H3, let xyz+ denote the unique edge H 2H
containing the triple xyz.
Our rst conservation states that every K34 in H
3 corresponds to an edge of H.
Claim 1. If 123,124,134,234 2H3, then 1234 2H.
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Proof. Otherwise, there exists vertices 10; 20; 30; 40; 62 1234 (some or all of them may
coincide) such that 123+=12340; 124+=12304; 134+=12034; 234+ = 10234. These four
edges are pairwise 2-intersecting, but 12340 \ 12304 \ 12034 \ 10234 10, contradicting
the assumption that H is 2-Helly.
Suppose now, for a contradiction to the assertion of the lemma, that the 5-tuple
12345 induces (at least) seven edges of H3. Counting the vertex-edge incidences with
multiplicities, we obtain that some vertex, say vertex 1, is contained in at least ve of
those seven triples.
Case 1: All the six possible triples 123, 124,125,134,135,145 belong toH3. Assume,
without loss of generality, that 234 2H3 is the seventh triple inside 12345. Applying
Claim 1, we obtain 1234 2 H. Since all triples in 1234 are its unshared 3-subsets,
the fourth vertices of 125+; 135+; 145+ cannot be inside 2345. In this case, however,
vertex 1 is the unique element in 1234 \ 125+ \ 135+ \ 145+, while those four edges
of Hare pairwise 2-intersecting. This contradicts the assumption that H is 2-Helly.
From now on we assume that the vertex 1 has degree ve in H3; say 123,124,125,
134,135 2H3. Note that, with respect to these ve triples, the vertices 4 and 5 are in
a symmetric position.
Case 2: One (or both) of 234 and 235 belongs to H3. We may assume 234 2H3.
Then 1234 2 H, by Claim 1. Since 123 is an unshared 3-subset of 1234, we have
125+ 6= 135+. But then 1234 \ 125+ \ 135+ = 1, even though these three edges are
pairwise 2-intersecting | a contradiction.
Now, the only possibility for 12345 to induce seven edges of H3 is that 245,345
2 H3. The last two cases of the proof distinguish between the two positions of the
fourth vertex of 123+.
Case 3: The edge 123+ is contained in 12345. We may assume 123+=1234. In this
case, both 124 and 134 are unshared 3-subsets of 1234; therefore the fourth vertices
of 125+ and 135+ are not contained in 12345. Consequently, 1234\ 125+ \ 135+ = 1,
a contradiction.
Case 4: 123+ 612345. Let 123+ = 1236. By the 2-Helly property applied to
f123+; 124+; 134+g and to f123+; 125+; 135+g, we conclude that 6 is the fourth vertex
of all these edges.
Consider now 245+ together with 1246 and 1256. The fourth element of 245+ is
either 1 or 6, but the former is excluded by 124 being an unshared 3-subset of 1246.
Therefore, 245+ = 2456.
To obtain a nal contradiction, we now consider the three edges 1246; 1356;
2456 2 H. They are pairwise 2-intersecting, but the vertex 6 is the unique element
in their intersection. Thus, H does not satisfy the 2-Helly property.
Now we are in a position to prove the upper bound on f2(n; 4).
Proof of Theorem 9. Suppose that H is a 4-uniform 2-Helly family of order n, with
the largest possible number of edges. Since each edge contains at least two members
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of H3 by Lemma 5, we have
f2(n; 4) = jHj6 12 jH3j:
On the other hand, according to Lemma 11, in each 5-tuple of vertices, at most six of
the ten 3-element subsets can belong to H3. This fact implies that
jH3j63
5

n
3

:
Combining the last two inequalities, the theorem follows.
5. Concluding remarks
Related to the above theorems, and along the lines of previous extremal results
[2,3,8,11{13] on Helly families, many questions can be raised that remain open so far
for the k-Helly property with k > 1:
Open Problems: 1. Find a structural characterization of r-uniform k-Helly hyper-
graphs for r >k + 1.
2. Determine the largest size of an r-uniform k-Helly hypergraph of order n in
the range k < r62k.
3. What are the largest non-trivial k-Helly families? More precisely, given one
further parameter i; 06i< k, determine the largest size of an r-uniform k-Helly
family H of order n, such that jTH2HH j6i.
4. Given t 2 N, determine the largest possible number of edges in the union
H1 [    [Ht of t r-uniform k-Helly families Hi on the same set of n vertices.
5. Dropping the condition of uniformity, determine the largest size of a k-Helly
family H of order n, such that H has rank r; i.e., jH j6r for all H 2 H. In
particular, what is the maximum for r = n, considering all k-Helly families on a
given vertex set? Moreover, is there a simple structural characterization if r is not
too large with respect to k?
6. Investigate the previous problem under the further condition thatH is a Sperner
family, that is, H 6H 0 holds for any two distinct edges H;H 0 2H.
Concerning Problem 6, we note that the following variant of Theorem 1 can be
proved.
Theorem 12. Let H be a k-Helly Sperner family on n vertices, such that jH j> 2k
holds for all H 2H. Then,
X
H2H

n− k
jH j − k
−1
61:
Moreover, equality holds if and only if H is r-uniform for some 2k < r6n and
H =K(n; r; k).
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The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1, applying Lemma 3 together
with a stronger (non-uniform) version of Lemma 4 proved by Bollobas [1]. In the
same way, also involving Lemma 5 for the edges of cardinality at most 2k and noting
that every hypergraph of rank k is k-Helly, the following partial solution is obtained,
leaving the problem open for 2k <n<ck for some (not too large) constant c only.
For the sake of a concise formulation, we denote by fk(n) the maximum number of
edges in a k-Helly Sperner family on n vertices.
Theorem 13. (i) If n62k, then
fk(n) =

n
b 12nc

;
and the extremal hypergraphs are isomorphic to K(n; b 12nc; 0) or K(n; d 12ne; 0).
(ii) If n> 2k and

n− k
b 12 (n− k)c

>

n
k + 1

, then
fk(n) =

n− k
b 12 (n− k)c

;
and the extremal hypergraphs are isomorphic to K(n − k; b 12 (n − k)c; k) or
K(n− k; d 12 (n− k)e; k).
Hence, in either case, the number of extremal hypergraphs is one or two, depending
on the parity of n in (i) and on that of n− k in (ii).
Finally, in connection with Problem 1 and the last part of Problem 5, we mention that
the r-uniform k-Helly families | as well as those of rank r | can be characterized
by nitely many forbidden subhypergraphs. This fact follows immediately from the
simple observation below.
Proposition 14. IfH is a minimal non-k-Helly hypergraph of rank r with 16k < r,
then jHj6r − k + 2.
Proof. Note rst that jH \H 0j>k for any two H;H 0 2H, for otherwise H would not
be minimally non-k-Helly. Choose an arbitrary H0 2H. Denoting r0:=jH0j, we have
r06r by assumption. Consider the set F :=
T
H2HH . SinceH is not k
-Helly, jF j<k
holds; therefore we can select r0− k+1 vertices v1; : : : ; vr′−k+1 2 H0nF . None of those
vi appears in the intersection of the edges, hence there exist Hi 2H such that vi 62 Hi
for all 16i6r0 − k + 1. Now, the subhypergraph H0:=fH0; H1; : : : ; Hr′−k+1gH is
pairwise k-intersecting (as is the entire H, too), but the cardinality of total intersection
is smaller than k. Thus,H0 is not k-Helly. Consequently, the minimality ofH implies
H0 =H, yielding jHj6r − k + 2.
Obviously, the upper bound of r− k +2 is best possible for all 16k < r, as shown
by the family of r− k +2 r-element subsets of an (r+1)-element set. For small edge
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sizes it is also easy to list all minimal non-k-Helly r-uniform hypergraphs. For r = 3
and k = 2, the unique minimal one is
K34 − e = f123; 124; 134g;
while for r = 4 and k = 2, there are precisely four minimal ones up to isomorphism:
K45 − e= f1234; 1235; 1245; 1345g;
f1234; 1235; 3456g;
f1235; 1246; 1347g;
f1234; 1256; 3456g:
In the last one, the three edges have empty intersection. The other constructions are
obtained from the (r−1)-uniform (r=3; 4) minimally non-Helly hypergraphs by adjoin-
ing the same new vertex to all of their edges. (Here ‘Helly’ means ‘one-dimensional
Helly’ in the usual sense.)
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